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a b s t r a c t
A major difficulty in finite element analysis is the preparation of an effective mesh leading to a good
response solution. In engineering analyses of complex components, oftentimes, much more time is spent
to arrive at an adequate mesh than to obtain the solution of the established finite element model. The
difficulty in meshing is due to the fact that finite elements need to abut each other and cannot overlap.
This can lead to highly distorted elements, e.g. sliver elements, reducing the accuracy of solution. In practice, to establish an effective mesh, frequently, significant expertise in building meshes is needed, because
great care must be taken in cleaning up the CAD geometry and preparing an effective mesh.
The objective in this paper is to present a new finite element solution scheme including meshing in
which the elements can overlap. The property that finite elements can overlap removes many of the
meshing difficulties, leads to an effective meshing procedure and an overall easy-to-use solution scheme
for an analyst or a designer.
We first present the meshing scheme that we propose, which combines the use of traditional finite elements and overlapping finite elements. A particular feature is that the meshing procedure can be directly
embedded in CAD driven solutions. We then present the theory used for the formulation of the overlapping finite elements and the coupling with traditional finite elements. We consider spherical and brickshaped overlapping finite elements for which the theory is largely based on the formulation of the
method of finite spheres. Finally, we illustrate the complete solution scheme in the analysis of some
two-dimensional problems using the CAD geometry as the starting point.
While the paper presents a new paradigm for analysis in CAD environments, with much potential, we
realize that much further study and research is needed on some of the important ingredients of the
method to render the complete procedure effective for general practical engineering analyses of static
and dynamic problems.
Ó 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The finite element method is now established as an effective
procedure to simulate on the computer the behavior of structures.
Quite general structures can be analyzed, from large scale to very
small scale structures, such as from large bridges, to motor cars,
to DNA structures [1,2]. However, in all finite element simulations,
it is necessary to establish an appropriate and effective mesh of
elements, which may require a large effort for the analyst. Since
also experience is needed to construct an adequate mesh, we see
that mostly only experienced analysts can perform an effective
q
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simulation, even in linear analysis. The difficulties of obtaining
an adequate and hence good mesh should ideally be removed from
the analysis process. If this is achieved, the finite element method
will be much more employed, notably by designers in the CAD
environment.
Since there are the difficulties of meshing, many meshless
methods have been designed, see Refs. [3–9] and the references
therein. Much research effort has been expended to develop an
effective meshless method. Nevertheless, all reliable meshless
methods (that do not entail the adjustment of numerical factors
[1]) have been shown to be numerically expensive for practical
usage when compared with the traditional finite element method
[10–15] and, while the overall aim of using meshless methods is
very attractive, such methods have not yet found broad use in engineering practice.
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The objective in this paper is to present a solution scheme that
uses largely traditional finite elements in uniform mesh layouts in
the interior of the analysis domain and overlapping finite elements
near the boundaries to cover the complete analysis domain. The
primary aim is to reduce the time and effort spent on meshing.
An approach using ‘‘overlapping grids” in finite difference solutions (the Chimera approach) has been developed and used for
some time in fluid dynamics, see Refs. [16–20]. Here finite difference grids are superimposed at their boundaries to cover the complete analysis domain. Our approach is related to those schemes
but with the important distinction that we use finite elements
and overlapping finite elements with much more generality in
direct coupling to CAD geometries for meshing complex
geometries.
We first present the meshing scheme with some emphasis on
how it can be used effectively in CAD driven analyses. Then we
summarize the theory of the overlapping finite elements, which
can be spherical and brick-shaped elements, including how the
coupling to traditional elements is reached.
To indicate the accuracy obtained and resulting computational
expense when only using overlapping finite elements, we consider
briefly the method of finite spheres without traditional finite elements [21–23]. This discussion shows the potential of using overlapping finite elements.
Next we illustrate the complete analysis procedure based on the
new proposed meshing scheme in the solution of some twodimensional problems. The response is reached by automatically
discretizing the surface (boundary) of the CAD part, automatic
meshing and the solution. This illustration shows the potential of
the complete analysis approach.
The paper is expanding on ideas presented earlier in Ref. [24]
(from which some text is used) giving new theoretical details
and results. We present a new analysis paradigm, the general theory, and results of some simple analysis problems. However, as
concluded in the paper, considerable research and development
effort is still needed to study and further develop the meshing
and analysis scheme in order to fully harvest the potential of the
new approach.

2. An effective way of meshing using traditional and
overlapping finite elements
Considering the requirements of a reliable and generally applicable analysis procedure [1], the method of finite spheres can be
regarded as one of the most effective meshless methods available.
Like all meshless methods, it was designed to reduce the time of
preparing a numerical model for a given physical problem, namely,
the time and effort spend on meshing. However, while having
some good attributes, the method is in most cases numerically
too expensive to use.
Our objective in this section is to propose that overlapping elements – the spheres in the method of finite spheres being one type
of such elements – be used effectively with very simple Cartesian
meshes of traditional finite elements.
To explain the novel approach of using overlapping finite elements, consider the geometry of a two-dimensional part generated
using a CAD software, like SolidWorks, as shown in Fig. 1. The discretization would be performed as follows.
The first step is to generate a two-dimensional grid over the
whole part, with Dx and Dy as distances between the lines, see
Fig. 2(a). An algorithm would automatically calculate the spacing
depending on the geometry, or the analyst would specify the spacing. The part can now be thought of as being ‘immersed’ in a grid,
which can obviously be established with negligible human and
computational effort.
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Fig. 1. A typical CAD part analyzed.

The second step is that ‘‘straight line segments” Ds are used for
discretizing the boundary of the part. This segment length is best
established automatically by an algorithm using the geometry of
the CAD part and in general will vary in size along the boundary.
Here, Ds should be small enough so that the segment lines will represent the complete boundary of the part with sufficient accuracy,
see Fig. 2(b).
However, the segment length Ds can also be such that small
imperfections in the CAD geometry, resulting from the complexities of the boundary representation using CAD procedures, are
ignored and not included in the analysis. Some such cases leading
to a non-watertight geometry are shown in Fig. 3. An important
ingredient in the scheme is that Ds can vary along the boundary
and can be selected automatically to discretize the boundary ignoring imperfections.
The third step is that all Cartesian cells that do not cut the
numerical boundary established in step 2 are represented by traditional finite elements, like 4-node elements. The other cells are
removed, see Fig. 2(c), and hence some empty space is generated.
The fourth step is that the boundary is meshed with overlapping finite elements using the segment length as spacing. It is
important to place the centers of these elements at the boundary
points (the end points of the boundary segment lines) because then
the displacement boundary conditions can be easily imposed
[7,22]. These overlapping finite elements must extend over to the
traditional finite elements (established in step 3) to fill in all empty
space and provide for the coupling of the traditional and overlapping elements. If the one layer of spheres placed along the boundary does not sufficiently extend into the traditional finite elements,
additional overlapping elements are placed. We illustrate this process generically in Fig. 2(d).
In three-dimensional analysis, the same steps are followed but
the grid is for the three Cartesian coordinate directions and triangular surfaces of varying size are used to discretize the surface
boundary of the CAD part in step 2. Then traditional brick finite
elements are employed in conjunction with overlapping brick or
spherical elements.
The coupling between the overlapping finite elements and the
traditional finite elements is achieved as presented in Section 3.2.
The effort in meshing using this approach is much smaller than
using traditional finite elements throughout the analysis domain.
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(a) The first step

(b) The second step

(c) The third step

(d) The fourth step

Fig. 2. The typical CAD part as generically discretized; the generated (Dx, Dy) grid; the straight line Ds-segmentation of the boundary; the internal cells retained and
converted to 4-node traditional finite elements; some overlapping disks, quadrilateral elements used along and near the boundary; note that some internal cells of step 3
have been turned into overlapping elements in step 4.

The accuracy of solution for a given number of elements is in many
analyses probably increased because mostly undistorted elements
are used. The computational time might be in most cases larger
than when using the traditional finite element discretizations.
However, this new approach will quite likely require much less
total time for an analysis (time of meshing by an engineer + computer solution time of the finite element model), with of course
the actual time gained dependent on the specific analysis
performed.
In the above presentation we assumed that the objective is to
largely use traditional finite elements, and reduce the time
required for meshing. Hence the overlapping finite elements are
only used on and near the boundary of the domain. However, the
use of the overlapping finite elements can also be attractive to
refine a mesh, and to embed special functions in the approximation
space like ‘‘crack capturing” functions for the solution of stresses
near crack tips, or harmonic functions for wave propagation problems, see e.g. Refs. [21,25].

3. The overlapping finite elements
The objective in this section is to present the theoretical formulation of the overlapping finite elements including the coupling
between these and traditional elements, the numerical integration

used for the element matrices, and, briefly, some analysis experiences when only the overlapping (spherical) finite elements are
used.
3.1. The theory of overlapping elements
As an example for exposition of the theory, consider the body
shown in Fig. 4 discretized using spheres. For illustrative purposes
we show in fact disks as used in two-dimensional solutions, but in
three-dimensional analysis, there would be spheres. In this analysis case, we only use overlapping finite elements. As indicated, the
spheres overlap each other, overlap the boundary of the body, and
together cover the complete body.
In a traditional finite element mesh, the elements need to abut
each other and must not overlap, also not the boundary of the analysis domain. Hence the only difference in the discretization used in
Fig. 4, is that the overlapping is present.
Using the general principle of virtual work, as in traditional
finite element analysis, we have
Find u 2 H1 (X) such that

Z

X

eT ðv ÞCeðuÞdX ¼

Z

X

v T f B dX þ
Z

þ
Su

Z

Sf

v T f S dS þ

Z

kT v dS 8v 2 H1 ðXÞ

T ðu  uS ÞdS
k

Su

ð1Þ
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right-hand side of the governing equation (1), and transform in
the usual way by chain differentiation, we directly obtain the
Lagrange multiplier terms with the signs given in Eq. (1) [7]. Hence
this formulation is consistent with the differential formulation of
the continuum problem.
Substituting from Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), we obtain

Z

X

eT ðv ÞCeðuÞdX 
Z

¼

X

v

T B

f dX þ

Z h

Z

Sf

Su

i

eT ðv ÞCNT u þ v T NCeðuÞ dS

vT f S dS 

Z

Su

eT ðv ÞCNT uS dS; 8v 2 H1 ðXÞ ð3Þ

We note that in this equation, the only unknown is the displacement field u, which we interpolate using for a component u

u¼

N X
X
hjn aujn

ð4Þ

j¼1 n2I

where N is the number of overlapping finite elements

hjn ¼ uj pn
Fig. 3. Schematic of three imperfections in the CAD representation by non-uniform
rational B-splines. The three imperfections are automatically ignored in the
discretization of the CAD boundary.

ð5Þ

and

Wj

uj ¼ PN

ð6Þ

i¼1 W i

with pn denoting the nth polynomial term from

n

pT ¼ ½ 1 x y xy . . . 

Sf

xI

x3

x2

BI

Boundary
Sphere

rI

I
Interior
Sphere

which defines I. Note that we can include in p only a few basic
terms, also higher order terms, and special functions.
The weight function, referred to as Shepard function, in Eq. (6)
is defined differently for the different shapes of overlapping elements. Consider the disk and square elements shown in Fig. 5.
We have for the disk of unit radius

W j ¼ 1  6s2 þ 8s3  3s4

V

ð7Þ

ð8Þ

where s is the distance from the center of the disk. For the square of
side-length 2, we have

Su

W j ¼ W jx  W jy

x1

ð9Þ

where

Fig. 4. General problem domain V with domain boundary S ¼ Su [ Sf .

W jx ¼ 1  6x2 þ 8x3  3x4

ð10Þ

where u is the unknown displacement field, e is the strain vector, C
is the elasticity matrix, v is the virtual displacement field, fS is the
prescribed surface traction vector on the boundary Sf, uS is the prescribed displacement vector on the boundary Su, fB is the applied
body force vector and H1 is the first order Hilbert space. The last
two terms are Lagrange multiplier terms that impose the displacement boundary condition with

W jy ¼ 1  6y2 þ 8y3  3y4

ð11Þ

k ¼ NCeðuÞ;

 ¼ NCeðv Þ
k

ð2Þ

and the direction matrix N, in two-dimensional analysis


N¼

nx

0

ny

0

ny

nx



The overbar signifies a virtual quantity. We note that these terms
furnish a symmetric contribution to the stiffness matrix because e
is a function of u.
There might be the question of why these two terms furnish a
negative contribution to the stiffness matrix, since the imposition
of the displacement boundary conditions might also be achieved
using (us-u) instead of (u-us) with the Lagrange multiplier. However, if we start with the general principle of virtual work expression for actions on the boundary Su, those accounting for the

Eqs. (8)–(11) can of course directly be generalized to a disk of
different radius than unity and a general quadrilateral element
using isoparametric coordinates [1].
The solution unknowns are defined at the centers of the overlapping finite elements so that we obtain the governing equations
with the usual procedures in finite element analysis

€ þ Ka ¼ R
Ma

ð12Þ

where the vector of unknown solution variables is

aT ¼ ½ a11 a12 . . . a21 a22 . . . aN1 aN2 . . . aNm 

ð13Þ

with aij ¼ ½auij avij  and m the number of terms included in p. In Eq.
(12), we use the usual notation of finite element analysis, K is the
stiffness matrix, M is the mass matrix and a dot denotes time
derivative. Damping effects could be included as usual [1]. The
expressions for K, M and R are for node I and degree of freedom
m of the form [7,25]
N X
N X
X
X
€ Jn þ
MImJn a
KImJn aJn ¼ f Im þ ^f Im
J¼1 n2I

J¼1 n2I

ð14Þ
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(a) Disk

(b) Square

Fig. 5. Schematic of two shapes of overlapping elements.

Fig. 6. Patch test study of the new scheme in plane strain conditions. (a) Mesh of the new scheme and (b) supports of the overlapping elements that intersect the coupling
element 1.

Fig. 7. Application of the new coupling scheme. 4-node finite elements are generated; the overlapping elements are used and extended to the region of finite elements; nodes
at the coupling boundary are replaced by overlapping element nodes; finite elements adjacent to the coupling boundary become the coupling elements.

where the mass matrix is

Z

MImJn ¼
VI

HIm qHJn dV

and the body force load vector is

ð15Þ

Z

VI

B

HIm f dV

ð17Þ

VI

the stiffness matrix is

KImJn ¼

Z
f Im ¼

BTIm CBJn dV

ð16Þ

with V I ¼ V \ BðxI ; rI Þ.
The traction force vector corresponding to node I and degree of
freedom m is
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Line 3

Line 1

(a)

Line 2

(b)

Fig. 8. Patch test study of the new scheme with distorted finite elements in plane strain conditions (thickness = 1.0, E = 100, v = 0.3), (a) mesh of the new scheme and (b) lines
through elements for stress evaluation.

Fig. 9. Calculated stresses in the patch test study of Fig. 8 when constant normal stresses (sxx = 0.2 and syy = 0.4) are applied on the boundary.

^f Im ¼

8
0;
>
>
>
R
>
S
>
< S HIm f dS;
f

Z

for an interior sphere

Z

KUImJn ¼

for a Neumann boundary sphere

SuI

HTIm NCBJn dS þ

SuI

BTIm CNT HJn dS

ð19Þ

I

N X
>
X
>
>
>
KUImJn aJn  fUIm ; for a Dirichlet boundary sphere
>
:

and

Z

J¼1 n2I

ð18Þ
where

fUIm ¼
SuI

with

BTIm CNT uS dS

ð20Þ
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Fig. 10. Calculated stresses in the patch test study of Fig. 8 when constant shear stresses (sxy = 0.2) are applied on the boundary.

set the relevant degrees of freedom to the appropriate values in
the solution vector.
3.2. Coupling with traditional finite elements
While the standard finite elements are formulated as given in
many textbooks, see for example Ref. [1], the coupling of these elements with the overlapping elements is not standard. The interpolations need to be established to satisfy the rigid body mode
conditions and the patch test, illustrated in Fig. 6. The displacement field of the coupling element in the subdomain XFE-FS is given
FEFS

by the shape functions hI

Fig. 11. Integration points for an overlapping disk element.

Sf ¼

[

I2v

Sf I ; Nf ¼ index set of nodes with nonzero intercept

þ

I2N f

Su ¼

[

nfs X
X

ðxÞ

K2j
K–I

FEFS

hJn

ðxÞaJn

ð21Þ

J¼1 n2I

on the Neumann boundary
and

FEFS

ðxÞ and hJn

X FEFS
X
uXFEFS ðxÞ ¼
hI
ðxÞðhI uI þ
hK aK1 Þ

SuI ; Nu ¼ index set of nodes with nonzero intercept

I2N u

on the Dirichlet boundary
where H and B denote the displacement and strain interpolation
matrices and the subscripts on H and B denote elements of these
matrices.
We note that the boundary conditions are enforced using the
expressions in Eq. (18). However, to impose the displacement
boundary conditions we can also, in many cases, simply place
the nodes of the overlapping elements along the boundary, and

where nfs is the number of overlapping elements which have an
intersection with the coupling element, v is the index set of the
pure finite element nodes of the coupling element, j is the index
set of all the nodes of the coupling element, I is the index set corresponding to the degrees of freedom of the Jth overlapping element that intersects the coupling element,

hI ðxÞ
W

FEFS

ðxÞ ¼

FEFS

ðxÞ ¼ qJFEFS ðxÞpn ðxÞ

hI

hJn

qFEFS
ðxÞ ¼
J

W J ðxÞ
W

ð22Þ
ð23Þ
ð24Þ
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Fig. 12. Integration points for an overlapping quadrilateral element.

W is given by

WðxÞ ¼

nfs
X
X
W K ðxÞ þ
hI ðxÞ
K¼1

ð25Þ

I2v

WK is the weight function corresponding to the support of the overlapping element K, and hI is the traditional interpolation function
corresponding to the finite element node I. We use in Eq. (21) the
unusual notation aK1 for the nodal degrees of freedom, these are
equal to the uK .
Of course, the displacement interpolations used satisfy the partition of unity principle. Hence the rigid body modes can be
represented.
With the above displacement interpolations, the relevant strain
matrices and entries in the stiffness and mass matrices can be
directly evaluated.
The patch test, see [1], for the new scheme is, as expected,
passed since the interpolation functions have been constructed
with that aim. Hence, the scheme satisfies the linear consistency

Fig. 15. Convergence of strain energy for the method of finite spheres and the finite
element method.

Table 1
Strain energy errors and computational time multipliers of finite sphere discretizations as compared to the finite element reference solution.
Mesh

Number of nodes

Strain energy error (%)

Time multiplier

MFS1
MFS2
MFS3

80
288
3024

6.87
4.04
1.04

0.68
2.38
6.54

property. For illustration, see Fig. 6, in conformance with our discussion in Section 2, the traditional finite elements are first generated, see Fig. 7(a). Then the overlapping elements are placed and
extended to the finite element region XFE, see Fig. 7(b). Finite
element nodes located at the coupling boundary (where the finite

Fig. 13. Geometry, boundary conditions, and material data for short cantilever beam with square hollow section; the structure is loaded at its tip.

(a) MFS1: r = 50 mm

(b) MFS2: r = 25 mm

(c) MFS3: r = 10 mm

Fig. 14. MFS discretizations at Section A-A for short cantilever beam with square hollow section.
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elements and overlapping elements intersect) are replaced with
overlapping element nodes, see Fig. 7(c). Finally, finite elements
adjacent to the coupling boundary become the coupling elements,
see the green region XFE-FS in Fig. 7(c). Hence, for Fig. 6, the index
sets v and j used in Eq. (21) are, for the coupling element (shown
in the figure), 1 and 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively.
Fig. 8 shows the ‘‘distorted patch” of elements also solved. First
normal stresses are applied and then shear stresses are applied.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the results.
3.3. Numerical evaluation of the element stiffness and mass matrices,
load vectors
The stiffness and mass matrices and the load vector of the traditional elements are evaluated as usual, but special integration
schemes are needed for the overlapping elements. Much effort
has been spent in the development of meshless methods to obtain
a reliable and efficient scheme. In a reliable scheme the integration

ensures that the strain terms implicitly included in the interpolation are also contained in the numerically evaluated matrices and
vectors. Unfortunately, for the overlapping elements (used here) a
high order numerical integration is needed which is expensive.
We use for the overlapping elements a simple scheme based on
standard Gauss numerical integration. The contributions from a
‘quadrant’ (or part thereof) pertaining to a sphere, square or overlap region are simply integrated with the commonly used Gauss
integration schemes for quadrilateral domains. The contributions
from Gauss points inside an overlapping finite element (or overlapping region) are added while all Gauss points outside the element
(within or outside the analysis domain) are ignored. Figs. 11 and 12
illustrate schematically the numerical integration scheme for the
overlapping spherical and quadrilateral elements. More details
are given in Refs. [21,22]. The same approach is also used for the
overlapping regions of these elements with traditional finite elements (the coupling elements).
3.4. Comments on the performance of overlapping finite elements
To give insight into the performance of the overlapping elements, we summarize here some important practical observations
considering meshes in which only the spherical elements are used.

Fig. 16. A cantilever plate of unit thickness in plane strain conditions subjected to a
uniformly distributed load, p = 1.0 per unit length (L = 2, E = 100, m = 0.3).

3.4.1. Static three-dimensional analyses
Some evaluations for two-dimensional solutions have been presented in Refs. [7,8,11,12,25,26], however a more severe evaluation
is obtained in three-dimensional analyses. Such analyses are more
complex and numerically more intensive, also in the required
numerical integrations. Furthermore, static solutions provide a
good evaluation because the stiffness matrix evaluation frequently
corresponds to a large part of the solution effort. We quote here
some solution results and comparisons from Ref. [22] in which
for each analysis only a single load case is considered (which corresponds to a severe comparison). For this study the method was

Fig. 17. Application of the coupling methods in the cantilever plate example.
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Fig. 18. Error as a function of the number of degrees of freedom. In each case the
bilinear polynomial basis is used. The reference strain energy E of the cantilever
plate is obtained using a 100  100 element mesh of 9-node finite elements.

numerical integration is only performed once, and the result is
then reused in the element assemblage process.
For the traditional finite element solutions, we use a sequence
of compatible uniform meshes, uniformly refined, consisting of
eight-node brick elements.
Fig. 15 gives the convergence of the solutions obtained and
Table 1 gives some more details on these data. Here the error is calculated by comparison with the solution obtained using the finest
traditional finite element mesh containing 32,400 nodes. This reference solution is deemed to be quite close to the unknown mathematically exact solution. The time multiplier gives how much
faster (or slower) the solution is when compared to the reference
solution.
For this analysis case, we see that if (about) a 1% error in strain
energy is acceptable, using the overlapping spheres, the solution is
about one order of magnitude more expensive. This conclusion
becomes more favorable towards the finite sphere method when
traditional 27-node brick elements are used. For more experiences
see Ref. [22].

implemented in the user-supplied element routine of ADINA in
order to be able to use the same sparse solver for all analyses.
Fig. 13 shows the short cantilever beam of square hollow crosssection analyzed and Fig. 14 shows the finite sphere discretizations
used. For spherical domains that are geometrically equal, the

3.4.2. Dynamic analyses
Dynamic solutions are generally obtained using mode superposition or direct time integration. Both solution approaches can be
effective depending on the problem solved.

Fig. 19. Schematic of h-type uniform refinement used. During the mesh refinement, always only two layers of overlapping elements are at the domain boundary.

Fig. 20. Geometry of bracket as obtained from the CAD program.
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In direct time integration, the Newmark method trapezoidal
rule is widely employed but the implicit Bathe method can be
more effective because it provides more accurate solutions. Both
schemes do not use any integration parameters to be adjusted
[1,27].
An analysis field in which accurate solutions are difficult to
obtain is the field of wave propagations. In traditional finite element analyses, the waves are difficult to compute accurately
because an optimal time step has to be selected, and this step
depends on the speed of the wave [1,28]. If the time step is larger
than the optimal time step, the solution is unstable when using
conditionally stable schemes (e.g. the central difference method)
and loses accuracy when using unconditionally stable schemes
(e.g. the trapezoidal rule). Moreover, in all time integrations using

Table 2
Analysis of the bracket example: comparison of the total number of degrees of
freedom (DOF) and calculated strain energy Eh.
Meshing scheme

DOF

Strain energy

The finite element method
The new meshing scheme

16,862
1884

1.07
1.02

traditional finite element discretizations, if a time step smaller than
the optimal time step is used, the solution accuracy is worse. In
practical analyses, multiple waves (e.g. compression, shear and
Rayleigh waves) might be propagating at different speeds of which
only one can be chosen for the optimal time step selection. Therefore, the other waves will not be accurately solved for.

Fig. 21. The mesh of the new scheme in the analysis of the bracket.

Fig. 22. The meshes used.

K.J. Bathe, L. Zhang / Computers and Structures 182 (2017) 526–539

An important observation using the method of finite spheres
with harmonic functions is that a decrease in the time step size
leads to an increase in solution accuracy, shown for the Bathe
implicit time integration scheme in Ref. [21]. This is an important
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fact and is what an analyst intuitively would like to see. With this
characteristic, in practical analyses, the largest wave speed can be
chosen to establish the time step size, with the other waves then
automatically being solved for more accurately.

(a) Displacement u (left: ADINA; right: new scheme)

(b) Displacement v (left: ADINA; right: new scheme)

(c) Stress τ xy (left: ADINA; right: new scheme)
Fig. 23. Some solution results in the analysis of the bracket.
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The details of mathematical analysis are given in Refs. [21,23]
where also solutions are shown to illustrate this important fact
regarding the selection of the time step size. These solutions also
show that in some analyses the use of the overlapping finite elements is quite effective when compared to the use of traditional
finite elements.
The other approach widely used for dynamic analyses, but largely for structural response solutions, is mode superposition [1].
In the traditional finite element discretizations, by far, the largest
solution effort is in calculating the required frequencies and mode
shapes. Considering the overlapping elements, we can conjecture
that the approach may be competitive compared to the use of traditional finite elements because less degrees of freedom may be
used in the method of finite spheres and the major solution effort
will also be in solving the eigenvalue problem, and not in establishing the K and M matrices. However, actual numerical comparisons
should be established.
4. Illustrative solutions
In this section, we present two numerical examples to show the
application of the new meshing scheme. In the first example, a cantilever plate problem is solved, the solution convergence of the
new scheme is studied and compared with results using the traditional finite element method and the method of finite spheres. In
the second example, a bracket problem is considered. The use of
the new coupling scheme is discussed, and numerical results are
presented and compared.
While the solution with the new scheme uses mostly still considerably more computational time than the traditional approach,
we do not yet give relative solution times, because we want to
focus in this paper only on generically presenting the new scheme.
More research and development is needed to reach an implementation as effective as possible of the new meshing and solution
scheme before an assessment of effort is appropriate.
4.1. A cantilever plate under a uniformly distributed load
In the first example, we consider a cantilever plate in plane
strain conditions subjected to a uniformly distributed load (see
Fig. 16). The solution domain is decomposed into three regions
(see Fig. 17): the regions of finite elements XFE, overlapping elements XFS, and coupling elements XFE-FS. In this example, two coupling methods are investigated. In the ‘‘coupling method 1”, the
quartic spline weight function (weight function 1, see Fig. 17), is
chosen for the overlapping elements at the coupling boundary. In
the ‘‘coupling method 2”, the hat function is used as the weight
function (weight function 2, see Fig. 17).
Fig. 18 shows the convergence of the strain energy when h-type
uniform refinement is performed (see Fig. 19). The meshes using
the overlapping elements only near the plate boundary give the
best results when measured in terms of the number of degrees of
freedom used. The reason is that the boundary stresses can be most
effectively (in terms of degrees of freedom) captured in this way.
4.2. Analysis of a bracket problem with the new meshing scheme
The new meshing scheme is employed to analyze a bracket with
unit thickness in plane stress conditions, see Fig. 20. The bracket
problem is first analyzed with the traditional finite element
method meshed with 9-node elements. The resulting strain energy
Eh = 1.07.
The mesh used in the new scheme is shown in Fig. 21. Fournode finite elements are used. We note that some cells internal
to the CAD geometry have not been converted to 4-node elements

but are covered by overlapping elements. These all use the quadratic basis in Eq. (7). Since the solution of the cantilever plate problem showed that the numerical results are more accurate when
the hat function is used as the weight function in the coupling,
we use this coupling procedure in the analysis of the bracket.
Table 2 compares the total number of degrees of freedom (DOF)
and calculated strain energy using the new meshing scheme and
the traditional finite element method, for which the solution was
obtained with a very fine mesh of 9-node elements using ADINA.
Fig. 23 gives some fields of solution results.
5. Concluding remarks
The objective in this paper was to present a new meshing and
analysis scheme for CAD driven finite element simulations.
We presented a meshing scheme which is directly operating on
CAD geometries. The scheme gives undistorted traditional finite
elements (like rectangles in two-dimensional simulations) in the
interior of the geometries and uses overlapping finite elements
near the boundaries of the CAD part. This meshing procedure is
easy to use and computationally effective.
We summarized the theoretical formulation of the overlapping
finite elements including the coupling to traditional finite elements. In comments on the performance of the overlapping elements when used to discretize the complete analysis domain, we
focused on the use of the spherical elements (used in the method
of finite spheres). While showing good attributes, in static and
dynamic analyses, the overlapping elements are mostly still computationally expensive when used to discretize a complete geometric domain.
However, the use of the new meshing scheme with overlapping
finite elements shows much promise. We presented some illustrative solutions in which the meshing operates directly on the CAD
part, and the numerical simulation is obtained with little human
effort. This feature of small human effort in the new paradigm to
obtain CAD driven numerical simulations renders the new analysis
approach very attractive.
As in almost all new developments, there are, however, a number of modeling and analysis features in the proposed scheme that
need more research, like, to render the new meshing scheme of the
CAD geometries fully automatic including the automatic elimination of geometry defects, to establish the accuracy obtained in static and dynamic solutions for different meshes, to reach more
effective spatial numerical integration schemes, to develop the
complete scheme for application to shell structures, and of course
to reach the effective solution of complex nonlinear and multiphysics problems. We have so far focused on increasing the efficiency of the scheme for the linear analysis of solids, see Ref. [29].
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